
 

 

 
RIP World Sports Cars –died 2001.  Killed by publishers (Empire) insisting the in-
fant be given tremendous surgery before release.  Empire wanted a more arcade 
like mechanic for a wider appeal.   Proud WSC Parents, West Racing opted to termi-
nate their loved one, rather than disfigure it.   WSC will always be fondly remem-
bered amongst sim racing enthusiasts. 
 
Why did the media and sim enthusiasts alike both look forward to this one so 
much?  To me it was the clear sight of fully 3D Wheels, instead of wheels that had 
rotating textures stamped on the side.  For others perhaps it was the knowledge 
that West Brothers had previously coded one of the best looking racing games to 
grace the SNES— Street Racer.  It was a typical Mode 7 game, but it was possibly 
the best Mode 7 racing game to grace the machine with the longest draw distance 
and smoothest, most rewarding handling model. 
 
In May 2002 (E3), Rage PLC, a British developer and publisher announced a multi-
format racing game.  As was becoming the trend it was a sole manufacturer—
Lamborghini and was a three year deal.  Rage (Warrington) proposed to simulate 
the whole experience of owning and driving these frankly awesome vehicles—
featuring the entire range of Lamborghini cars to date – including the very latest, 
the Murciélago.   To include the Countach or Diablo in a game accurately would be 
a tempting prospect.  Promising (as often is the case) a four-player split-screen 
mode and an eight-player system link mode—gamers could hardly wait until the 
proposed Spring 2003 release.  A playable demo actually arrived on an Xbox 
magazine issue 14 and was met with fair appreciation.   
 
Sadly, despite trading since 1992, on Monday 13th January 2003, right after re-
leasing some magnificent screens, Rage shares were suspended by the Financial 
Services Authority.  The Bank of Scotland sent in receivers to close the doors.  
Their previous years losses of £16M was perhaps an indicator that all wasn’t well. 
Rumours that MS soared like a scavenger were unfounded and a year later it was 
revealed that EA bought it—and have no intention of publishing after the RAGE de-
velopment team refused EA’s offer to employ them!  Thankfully the team behind 
the game resurfaced that same month as Juice Games...and exactly one year later 
they announced their new racing game Juiced—a bright, street racing game for 
online multiformat racing. 
 
The Lamborghini license was then somehow back in the hands of French Company 
Titus who brought us a shamefully arcade like experience, arguably a waste of 
such a great and historic license. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What you read below is a drop in the ocean.  Other cancelled 
games include Grand Theft Auto - canned for the Game Boy Ad-
vance, GP4 for X-box was dropped and Rally Fusion for Gamecube 
was dumped (no great shame to be honest).   

 

     
 
 


